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The Subject of Matriculation in the Arts 
Faculty Survey Report,

In 1921-22 all Faculties in the University were on the sane footing.

Junior Matriculation admitted to all Faculties at t ne. The Medical College offered]

a preliminary year in the --.rts and Sciences, but this has since b: en discontinued. The 

situation et the present time, however, has changed entirely. In 1923-24 the Faculties 

of Medicine, Dentistry and Lew made two years of preliminary study in the Faculty of Arts 

a pre-requisite for admission. In the same year the old continuous courses, usually 

culled double courses, le-ding to the degree of B.A.,M.D. ■ nd B.Sc.,M.D., dating back 

as early as 1901, were completely reorganized. In 1929-30, however, all these pre

liminary and continuous courses were wholly discontinued. At the present time, there

fore, three standard years in the'Faculty of Arts ;.nd Science lea.ding to the degree of 

B.A. or B. Sc., including the basic medical sciences, Biology, Chemistry end Physics, 

are reouired for admission into Medicine. The Medical College sparingly admits 

students after two years of preliminary study, but these c ses are exceptional and need 

not be mentioned here. The requirements for admission into Dentistry are the same as 

for entrance into Medicine, except that students ere more freely admitted into Dentistry 

after two ye rs of study. The old rule of 1924-25, requiring two years of study in 

the B«A. course for admission to the study of Law, still remains, but practically all 
students intending to proceed into Law now complete the work for their B._ . degree, end 

no rigid rule is, therefore, any longer necessary on this point. All students intending 

to proceed into Applied Science, now called Engine ring, require either Senior Matricule- 

tion or one year in the Faculty of Arts and Science, and about eighty students enter the 

first year each year at present with this purpose in mind. Preliminary courses of two 

years of work are also given in theiFaeulty of Arts ■ nd Science for students intending to 

proceed into Domestic Science and agriculture at Macdonald College, but the number of 

students registered in this work is small. We may add, too, perhaps finally, that much

of the work in the School.aA.ünmmp-rcft and : 11 of the work in the Royal Victoria College

for Women is done in the regular courses,in the Ftculty of Arts and Science, and all 

students in the School for Graduate Nurses r nd the School of Physical Education are pri

vileged to attend classes as they may be advised by the authorities of their own School.
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The result, therefore, is that the Facility of Arts has during these 

years really undertaken a very heavy burden of work in the interests of the whole 

University. All students proceeding to the professional or technical faculties are now 

carefully trained and selected before proceeding to their professional studies and this 

obviously means a heavy weight of work for this Faculty and corresponding advantages to 

the University. The Committee need not emphasize the cardinal importance of this 

preliminary or propaedeutic work. It is an axiom in education that almost everything 

depends upon the student’s preliminary training before he proceeds into the professions. 

It is obvious, indeed, that by the tine the student has come through the high school and 

his years of preliminary work in the University, his habits and methods of study and 

work have become so fixed that he is not likely to change them in 1: ter years.

The admission of Students

Until 1926 the admission of til students to the University was directed 

by the Matriculation Board, a body appointed by the University Corporation. Since, how

ever, virtually all students now admitted to the University enter through the Faculty 

of Arts and Science, this Faculty during last ye r created an Admissions Committee of 

its wwn. This Committee now fixes ell rules and requirements for admission to the 

College.. The conduct and supervision of all Matriculation Examinations still remain 

under the direction of the Matriculation Board.

The University holds a regular metricuT tion examination in June and 

September of each year for candid1 tes coming from private schools and for all others who 

may wish to sit for these examinations. The results of the School Leaving Examinations 

for the Province of Quebec and all other certificates usually admitting to recognized 

universities in the other provinces of Canada are accepted as a basis for admission into 

the Faculty of Arts and Science. Last year, that is in the autumn of 1930, 71 students 

were admitted into the first year by Matrieul; tion, 163 by School Leaving Certifie: tes 

from the Province of Quebec and 65 by other certificates. The Faculty of i,rts and
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Science, however, does not accept for admission 11 students who hied the usu 1 certi

ficates. ^or example, students who make uniformly low marks in ill their subjects or who 

take their examinations piecemeal over a period covering .ore than a year are not now 

admitted. In March 1927 Faculty adopted the policy of selecting its own students for 

admission, or perhaps we should say of refusing admittance to candidates whose claims or 

requirements were not satisfactory. It is impossible, however, to say exactly how many 

candidates are refused admission annually since many applications are made in the foim of 

enquiries and it is impossible to estimate how many would apply if the doors were wide 

open as in former ye- rs. The number of students, however, offering the usual matri

culation Certificate who were not admitted last year was about 150 and this number is 

normal for the last four years. The practice of regusing admission to students who have 

failed in one matricule tion subject, referred to previously in this report, and the 

practice of refusing admission to students' whose qualifications are not satisfactory has 

undoubtedly raised the requirements for admission substantially.

The preparation of students for matriculation to the University is an 

obligation which rests upon the schools and the home and the University, therefore, can 

do very little to improve the quality of its matriculation candid-tes without the fullest 

synpathy and help of the schools of the.-Province. This subject, i.e., close co-operation 

between the schools of the Province and the University, is perhaps the most important 

subject which this Committee considered in its deliberation.

The propos- 1 to form a Twelfth G-r de in some of the high schools of the 

Province was welcomed by the members of the Committee, It need scarcely be pointed out, 

however, that nearly everything depends upon the students in the schools who ;.re allowed 

to proceed into this higher grade of work. If the proposed Twelfth Grade is intended 

for lame or slow students it will not be of any advantage to this University, but it it 

provides adequate opportunities for the preparation of capital students who might enter 

the University by an honour matriculation examination it will be of the very greatest 

advantage in every way. In order, therefore, to meet this proposal, the Committee

recommends that an Honour Matriculation Examination be instituted by the Université 
and that the present Senior Matriculation be discontinued.



The Subject of Matriculation, in the Engineering Fr culty Report

The entrance standard was changed in the session 1928-29 to that of Senior 

Matriculation, or Junior Matriculation followed by the First Year in Arts. This change 

provides us with students averaging one year older at entrance to our Faculty, which by 

reason of some greater maturity should be an advantage to the technical student. It 

also affords an opportunity for broadening their ecuc tion in importent subjects not 

bearing directly on many phases of their technical work, such • s English and languages.
\

Our experience does not convince us that the course in English, either in Senior Matri

culation or First Ye r Arts, is well darted to the needs of students entering our

F culty. In view of the importance of the ability of an engineer to express his argu

ments and conclusions in a terse and logical manner, this is a serious defect. We 

believe that it should be possible to Iter the requirements without lowering the 

standards in English, and we urge that proper consideration be given to this question.

We r re likewise not convinced that the entrance requirements in mathe

matics are ecu-1 to those of Junior Matriculation (including advanced mathematics), which 

applied formerly. Although we recommend that advanced mathematics be offered in Junior 

Matriculation into Arts by those students who intend to enter this Faculty, it is 

evident that this course is not followed in all cases, and less ground is now covered 

in some branches of ; athematics, such as trigonometry, than was covered under the former 

plan by those entering our Faculty direct from the schools, with Junior Matriculation.

It is to be feared that the interest of engineer! g students in cultural 

subjects is not greet at the outset of their studies, but gains strength as they come

to perceive more clearly the relations of such studies to technology, industry end pro

fessional life. It is possible that in an effort to reach the substance, we have 

caught only the shadow. The careers of students entering our Faculty under different 

qualifications are being followed closely, and while the new system has not oeen in 

effect long enough to enable us to judge fully Of its effects, there appears vo oe 

reason to believe that the possible gain due to cultural studies has been oifset uo some
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extent by less sa tisfactory prep ration in the vit; 1 subject of mathematics.

The whole question of matriculation requirements is under review by the 

Matriculation Bo rd, and their recommendations must be studied carefully in the light 

of experience of our changed requirements of entrance. The suggestion has been made in 

informal discussion, and is referred to in the report on the Department of Mining, that 

some of the cramping influences which appear in our third year courses might be relieved 

if the present so-called "pre-year" courses were controlled by this Faculty. It is 

probably true that, given proper teaching personnel, a course could be devised better 

adapted to the needs of the engineering student than the present First Year in Arts.

Such a course, while distinctly cultural in some of its aspects, might well contain work 

in engineering drawing, which would relieve some of the pressure in the work of the later 

years. It is recognized, however, that the schools could not give an equivalent train
ing, such as they can now provide as the equivalent of First Year Arts, and the change 

would virtually amount to the adoption of a five-year college course. The general 

weight of opinion is not yet favourable to such a change. The Faculty must, however, 

continue to study all factors which Effect the pr limincry training of our students, as 

this determines largely the extent to which knowledge, judgment and character can be 

developed by the professional training afforded in an engineering school.



The Subject of Matriculation in the 
Survey Repor t .oX the Graduate Faculty

"No system can rise higher than the men who 
operate it", and a student cannot be 
educated more highly than his capacity 
and previous training permit.

Education does not consist of separate links, but of a whole 
chain, or rather of a string of pearls of different sizes and value 
The Graduate Faculty can only do its utmost with the best material 
available - the output of the undergraduate faculties. These in 
turn are dependent on the High Schools, which derive their students 
from Elementary Schools. The Graduate Faculty is interested in, 
and dependent upon, all the other Faculties and Schools.

From the point of view of developing to the utmost the best 
intellectual talent in the Dominion, it must be admitted that the 
standard of the Schools is, at the end of a schoolboy’s career, 
a clear two years behindhand, as compared with Western Europe, 
in such important primary subjects as Mathematics and Classics; 
nor is it possible at a later stage to make good these deficiencies 
The idea that a Gradu te School can make good shortcomings in lower 
schools must be strenuously resisted.

Since, tjien, all the links in the Chain of Education must be 
well forged, it is important that McGill, when critical, should not 
be open to criticism. There must needs be relatively strong and 
weak departments in évery university. There is no need, however, 
for obvious shortcomings which greatly discourage the enthusiasm 
of good students. This matter concerns the welfare of the 
Graduate Faculty, but it is understood that it will be considered 
by other committees more directly concerned. It would be a mistake

to overlook the matter, and a worse mistake tk. to emphasi
ze



McGill would "be well advised, to give special 

training to young men and women who are destined to teach scientific 

subjects in the High Schools . Thesa teachers must "both know their 

subjects and be able to teach them. Any assistance given by McGill 

to the High Schools would be repaid a thousandfold in a harvest of 

young matriculants with enthusiasm and sound foundational training.

¥ if it intv _________________

It is interesting to note that there is a general 

desire on the part of those who are donduc ting graduate work to 

raise "in some way the scientific standard of the students who 

enter UcGill". The immediate solution seems to be:

(1) A twelfth grade in the High Schools

(2) Honour matriculation and four years at McGill in the 
Science Branch in the Faculty of Arts and Science

(3) A most careful planning of that four years' course, 
which cannot be done in a day : it must be evolved!

Report from Dr.Meakins representing the Departments 
of Pharmacology, Biochemistry, Anatomy and Bacteriology Survey Group:

» They were all unanimous in the necessity of improving 

or raising in some way the scientific standard of the students who 

enter McGill. This, however, is a subject which the central Com

mittee has already had under serious consideration, but I thought 

it of value to inform you that this was independently reiterated by 

the Head of practically every Experimental Department in the Medical 

Facul ty.



the magnitude of the trouble when so much sound and admirable work 
pervades so large a fraction of the community.

Returning, however. to the standard of the Schools governed 
by the Junior Matriculation examinatioh, it may be admitted that this 
is a high enough standard for the normal or subnormal individual, 
yet it has been strenuously contended for the last thirty years that 
this standard is too low for the abler students, who, therefore, come 
to the University too young (sometimes at 16] or continue at school 
marking time andwearled with repetition.

Either the High Schools must move forward, or McGill, like 
other universities, requires a school under university control.
There is so much wasted effort under present conditions.

There is a movement on foot, worthy of support, to establish 
a twelfth grade in the High Schools. Successful candidates of this 
grade might enter the Faculty of Engineering without a year in 
Arts. Those who entered Arts might proceed at once to an Honours 
Course, taking four years of undergraduate training.

The SSÏIIOR MATRICULATION MIGHT WELL BE ABOLISHED, AND THERE 
WOULD BE TWO,AND ONLY TWO, WAy s OF ENTERING McGILL - (1) ORDINARY ;
(2) HONOURS MATRICULATION.

At present the Graduate Faculty at McGill is drawing students 
from all parts of the Dominion, from the U.S. and elsewhere. Many 
McGill men after a year or two in the gGraduate Faculty go to Europe 
or the U.S. to complete their training. Free trade in students is 
of the utmost advantage, both to the universities add to students 
alike. Students have great wisdom in discovering the real leaders 
in modern thought and progress, and they attach themselves promptly 
to the best men.



Extract from Report of Dr. Walter:-

"While the individual members are well qualified to do 

graduate work. The Department as a whole is handicapped in a variety 

of ways. German, although of obvious utility and, in many cases, 

necessity to university students, is not taught in our High 

Schools, and is moreover excluded from the list of subjects pre

scribed by the Education Council for the Teachers* Certificates.

As long as such very unwise regulations are in force we cannot 

expect a supply of Honour unde rgraduates ,mle t alone Graduate 

students, from our own Province. •....In the few cases in 

which students from outside applied for admission to the Graduate 

School their application had to be turned down."



'^he Absence of Properly Qualified Students

The Honour students whom the Department might secure for graduate study 

are not likely to be of the cuality requisite for genuinely advanced work. Two 

tendencies seem noticeable in regard to the undergrade te student. One is the 

imperfect cultivatiin of the student in the various branches of liberal knowledge, 

the other is his devoting himself r- ther exclusively to a single department, due, 

of course, to departmental policies which re uire the appropriétion of all the 

student’s courses. These are only tendencies, and they may have been imperfectly 

observed. But one thing seems clear that the honours in a department are not 

really Honours in quality. T0 have taken Honours eens for the most p‘rt that the 

student has simply concentrated upon one field - it does not signify that the student 

has felt any responsibility for relating the knowledge acquired in his courses to 

each other and to the whole subject. This responsibility will not be felt, nor 

action upon it ensue, until there is required for Honours degrees ■ comprehensive 

examination to test the whole of the last two years’ accomplishment in the subject.

A set of such gener 1 examinations would produce Honours students capable oi going 

on to the Master’s degree and beyond, either at McGill or at any other first-class 

university. In this connection it is important to recognise the value of competitive 

Felldwships end Scholarships. These act as inducements to promising students to 

think of a career of advanced study, and they raise up the ainhition. Ii they were 
not limited to McGill or even to nationals they would surely provide a nucleus of 

first-rrte students for the Graduate Faculty.

High School Teaching. The majority of students taking advanced botany in most 

universities do so with a view to science te' chin,; in school?1 Out ox tuis oody
of students a few tv e honours dad specialize for academic posts. Up .-o no., ^nis 

inducement has b en locking at McGill University incc no botany is taught in the 

high schools of the Province of Quebec. It seems possible that tuis wiA oe



rectified in le neer future with advantage to the department.

The Requirements of the Department of Physics.

As has already neen pointed out, the Macdonald Physics Laboratory was 

designed for about 250 students. With the large increase in number of students and 

consequent increase in staff, together with the development of a graduate school, 

the build'ng is greatly overcrowded.

H.B. A good many of these very elementary students should have had this work at 
school. Indeed it was done not long ago in Quebec schools. C.W.S.

Prematriculation training.

This dep- rtment believes that the standard of prem trieulation training

in the Province of Quebec as far' as physics is concerned should be raised to include

elementary electricity, magnetism and light. more e: tensive ma them- tical tr- ining 

is Iso desired in the case of all students intending to specialize in science at

the University. More drill in .arithmetic and Algebra should be given'in the schools.

Memory methods are too prevalent.

Matriculation Standard.

This dep: rtment considers that an honours matriculation should be 

instituted and that in time it should replace the senior matriculation for all students 

intending to take honours. The honour matriculants would take four full years.

The standard of the ordinary matriculation should also be r ised but not until the 

schools are in a position to meet a further demand of this kind. Attention is called

to the fact that time can be gained in the lower school rather than in the high school. 

Honours in First "’Vr.

In physics it is e: sential that advanced classes in mathematics and

physics should be attended by all students intending to take the honour course. 

Exemption of the student from one subject in order that more mathematics may be done 

by prospective physics honour students is recommended.



From the Report of the F: cult;; of Agriculture

It is regrettable that in the schools, particularly throughout Quebec, 

compar' tively few boys obtain the necessary preparr tiou for college - work. School 

consolidation and the present indica- ion of greater interest in education give some 

hope for improvement, but it is believed th-t if a number of schol' rships could be 

arranged, not only would they prove a stimulus but also an instrument by means of 

which some of the brightest boys available would be attracted to Lec^one.Id College. 

There is good raw msteri 1 in the country side; it needs developing, and the best 

of it should be selected for the kind of work Lacdonald is in a position to do.

The objective for Macdonald College must be the highest standard attain

able. The standard attainable will depend upon the quality of students, their pre

paration for entrance, the curriculum, the teaching, and the influences of college 

life. Under the nresent University system, the standing of the greet majority 

of students is determined very 1- rgel;, if not entirely, by examinations. That 

examinations alone do not constitute a true measurement of either student attain

ment or student worth becomes inere: singly clear. A high standard in marking 

will add to the value of the degree, but it will not necessarily indicate, much less 

insure, ca acity for service in any chosen field. In other words, ext .inations 

may reveal a student’s knowledge and his ability to express it, out they are not a 

complete criterion of what may be called his general fitness to enter the pro

fession to which the University Certificate admits him. In many branches of 

agricultural service, gr du- tion in agriculture is specified as : requirement, the 

possession of a degree being regarded as some guarantee ox the candidstes salifi

cations for the position. It would seem, therefore, that, since examinations -re 

only a partial measurement of qualifications, serious consideration should be given 

to ways and means of supplementing them in determin .ng the eligibility o± a student 

for promotion and ultimately for a degree, if the most satisfactory standard is to

be maintained



Subject of I./.. tri cul tion in the Faculty of Medicine Report.

My trieur, ôion Recuirenents: 1he matriculation requirements have beco. .e more end more

exacting with the years. Up to the yeer 1918, these were approximately on e par with 

the entrance recuirements for the first yerr of the Faculty of Arts, but not equivalent 

to entrance into the second year. Following upon matriculation, a five years’ medical 

course was demanded, but the first of these years de' It in reality with premedical 

studies.

In 1919 the medical course was increased to six years, and the pre

medical requirements somewhat stiffened.

In 1922 pre-medical work of a special kind was demanded for one year in 

the college of arts, the medical course remaining at six years, with the first year 

devoted to advanced pre-medical work.

In 1924 conditions were changed to the status in which, to all intents and 

purposes, they exist ft present. A minimum of two years’ pre-medical work in a F- culty 

of Arts (including a knowledge of Physics, Chemistry and Biology) or its equivalent, 

was demanded, followed by five ye; rs of a purely medical course. Although this rule 

still obtains the competition among the number of applicants seeking admission is so 

great that the stand- rds have in a sense been still further raised, and few students 

are now received into the Medical School without a Bachelor or Arts or Bachelor of 

Science degree. Of the remainder, few have had less than three years of study in a

college of arts. This policy was adopted in order to confoua not only to the needs

of medical education, but also to the requirements of some provincial nd st- .e ooards.

The McGill Medical Facu ty is not in any sense a provincial school. Its 

scope end functions are national, nay more, its interne. tional character is obvious from 
the very large proportion of students who come to its halls iron outside oi -he country,

more especially from the United Str tes.
It is worthy of note that with the increasing number of medical schools

in the various orovinces of Canada, and thvir ever greater eiliciency, Une students
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resident in these other provinces will naturally select their own provincial medical 

schools for the preliminary education, especially in view of the lessened cost and 

greater convenience of remaining at home. And so the student clientele at McGill is 

changing year by year. The numbers of st dents from other Canadian provinces are 

relatively diminished in comparison with those from Quebec and the United States.

Indeed, the increasing number of applications from the United States 

has very largely added to the proportion of foreign students in our School, even though 

preference is always given to the right kind of Or radian.

It is of capital importance to recognize the fact that it wi11 each year 

become increasingly difficult for McGill to fill its ranks with Can dian students, 

unless the reputation of the School can offset the great additional exnense incurred 

by students not only in coming very long distances, but in living in a large city like 

Montreal where the financial demands are greater than elsewhere in Canadai

In a sense the future of McGill as a power in Canadian medicine is to 

some degree threatened, for, if relatively few Canadian graduates of McGill permeate 

Canada, our influence will lessen practically and academically. From the medical 

political standpoint, too, fewer posts may be vailsble for McGill men in other 

Canadian universities.

A medical faculty is an institution of training for both general 

prr ctitioners and specialists. Its functions are, we believe, four., old: -

First, to admit only such students as are qualified to undertake the 

study of medicine. The method of selection (referred to elsewhere) accomplishes this 

to a certain extent, but we naturally ask ourselves - "Do we attract enough oj. aie 

right kind, and do we bring to our School as many C-nadians as e have reason wo 

expect?"

Our material facilities are well recognized e in laboratories, in 

equipment nd in clinical advantages. That we have, moreover, number ot outstanding



teachers among our personnel is admitted, end a well organized staff. The fact 

remains, nevertheless, that in the last decade our presti e and importance have not been 

sufficient to attract Canadians to fill our classes; nd it should not be maintained 

that expense rlone deters students, though in many instances it is a factor. If, 
however, they are aspiring, ambitious and determined, money will often be found by the 

parents, provided the opportunities and attractions at McGill are sufficiently great, 

and our Faculty bears the hallmark of supreme excellence.
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All .nominations for this office shall "be sent in writing to t ie "Secretary of the 

Protestant Committee and. forwarded by him to the members of the Protestant Committee 

a reasonable time prior to the date fixed for the election.

There shall also be a joint board for school leaving and matriculation 

examinations and the membership of this board shall be as follows

a. The Director of Protestant Education for the Province

b. The Professor of Education, McGill University

c. The Professor of Education, Bishop’s University

d. The Dean of the School for Teachers, Macdonald College

and five other members to be chosen at large by the Protestant Committee* 

The five members to be chosen at large shall be selected from recognized 

authorities or teachers of the following subjects respectively:-

1. Greek and Latin

2. Moderns
3. Mathematics and Physics

4. Chemistry

5. Biology
and the ex officio members above mentioned shall be responsible for the duties of

the board in relation to all other subjects.
It shall be the duty of this board to revise carefully the composition

of all examination papers set by the examiners, and the examiners and members of the

board should be guided as near as can be by the following rules

a* The board should not substantially change the composition oi any

examination paper without consulting the examiner.
ct-b• All members of the University staff on the panel of exa iners nave 

the privilege of consulting their University departments on the composition of 

the examination papers they prepare.
c• The examiners should wnerever possible consult a member or members of



the board on the composition of an examination paper efore submitting it to the 

board for final approval.

d. When all examination papers are ret irned the board should meet and 

finally decile on all papers submitted for its revision.

It is impossible at present to fix any exact minimum examination require

ment for admission into the joint Faculty of Arts, Science and Commerce in this 

University. About four hundred candidates are selected each year from five 

hundred to six hundred creditable applicants. It is not, too, I think, in the 

interests of the community that any exact minimum standard should be fixed for 
admission to the University. There is entirely too much aiming at minimum 

standards in our present system of education in this Province and elsewhere, and 

the percentage of students who enter the University with a bare pass mark in all 

subjects is far too large. Much better, therefore, that the schools should be 

left in some uncertainty as to whether the lame candidates are to be admitted to 
the University or not. /

We have always, however, in this University treated the school leaving 

certificate of the Province of Quebec with the utmost fairness and courtesy, and that 

for the obvious reason that in the past the students who come from this community 

make a higher average standing in their examinations after entering the University 

than those coming from elsewhere• We cannot afford, however, to be too severe on 

students entering by certificates from other provinces and other British communities 

and that for the wholesome reason that there is clearly room in Canada for at 
least one University of the premier class where students from all the provinces and 

elsewhere are encouraged to meet and mingle in their University associations, 

danger that the Provinces of Canada may become divided into rigid educational water

tight compartments is very real.
To adopt the second alternative, namely, complete separation, would surely 

amount to a miserable confession of failure to agree on matters of common interest
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and of public interest, and the public, I am convinced, would promptly say so; to 

promote disagreement for that end would be dishonourable. numerous further 

difficulties,moreover, would undoubtedly result from adopting this alternative, for 

example the following

a. To compel students admitted to the University to write two s rate 

sets of examinations on the same subjects would be absurd and an obvious cause for 

public grievance.

b. If the high schools were required to segregate students writing the 

School Leaving examin tions into one class and students intending to write the 

Matriculation examinations into another class, there would be every year a consider

able number of successful students writing the School Leaving examinations who 

would be creditable candidates for admission to the Jniversity, and conversely there 

would undoubtedly be some students fail in the Matriculation examination who would 

therefore be disqualified for a School Leaving certificate.

c. If this alternative were adopted the University would be cc relied to 

select all students admitted to write the Matriculation examinations.

d. Students holding creditable School Leaving certificates from this 

Province would be prejudiced in their applications for admission to other Univer

sities on the ground that the School Leaving certificate of Quebec was not recog

nized for purposes of admission into McGill University.

Finally, in all matters affecting two joint bodies where differences 

arise fre administrative or clerical causes, these differences should oe composed 

in a friendly way by the method of compromise and averages. The whole a ./stem Cl 

administrating educational organisations, including even the warming Oj. exc-m: nation 

papers, is based upon the method of averages• Small matters c1 administrative or 
clerical details in such cases can never amount to a sufficient reason - or complete 

disagreement. t/w ij

Uovember 21, 1931



MCGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

Faculty of Arts & Science

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

HIGH SCHOOL LEAVING AÏS MATRICULATION

There are some postulates which mast be kept in mind in problems of

this kind;-

1. There ere only two possible solations to problems of this kind, namely, 

friendly, effective joint-action or complete separation.

2. If two corporate bodies cannot agree to friendly effective joint-action 

in matters of common interest, the causes of discord are personal and not corporate.

3. Where joint-action is the rale, there is no room for either party to 

claim the right of final adjudication or decision on any matter of equal common 

interest.

4. Corporate bodies and their secretaries mast keep their own counsel.

5. Where candidates are elected by any electoral method the results of 

an election are final and there is no room for fault finding or meddling thereafter. 

Any mistake in an election, if mistake there be, can only be remedied by a subsequent 

election.

The problem in this case is to elect a panel of examiners for'all 

subjects common to school leaving and University matriculation. I suggest the 

following: tentative plan;-

a. All elections to the office of examiner shall be made by the Protestant

Committee of the Department of Public Instruction for the Province.

b. nominations for this office may be made to the Protestant Committee by

(1) the High School Leaving and Matriculation Board, hereinafter mentioned, (2) McGill 

University, (3) Bishop’s University and (4) by any member of the Protestant Committee.
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A. E. PROVOST
CHAIRMAN OF BOARD

Cecil Bethune
SEC.-TRleXS, OF BOARD / wsniafe
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W. D. T. ATKINSON, M.A. 

PRINCIPAL

Phone carling see PRINCIPAL S OFFICE.
Glebe Collegiate Institute

OTTAWA, Canada

March 3, 1933.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
President,
McGill University, 
Montreal, %ue.

Dear Sir i-

You asked me to remind you of a point I 
brought up during our conversation last Wednesday.

Under your existing regulation, as expressed 
in a letter from the Registrar to Mr. Stuart, Prin
cipal of Lisgar Collegiate Institute, you will not accept a Matriculation certificate from a student 
if he has secured his standing on the recommendation 
of his Principal. As you know, such students must 
receive at least 66 % in the subjects in which they are 
recommended. Naturally, then, under this system, a 
student who has been recommended in, say, seven or 
eight subjects of Matriculation is a better man than 
the student who has reached that standard in none.

From our experience here last year, I would 
respectfully suggest that you are in danger of 
driving the cream of our students to other univer
sities if this regulation is continued in force.
It seems to me that a student would have to have 
a strong McGill bias in his own mind (or in the 
mind of someone in his immediate connection) before 
he would be willing to write an examination on 
which he felt that he had already taken at least Se
cond Class Honours.

Cur experience here is that when teachers have 
the power of recommendation in this way, they are 
liable to err rather on the side of severity than 
on the side of leniency. I have official figures 
from the Department of Education for the past two 
or three years comparing our teachers* recommendations 
with their actual results, and it is in isolated cases 
only that they are high. I should be glad to show 
these figures to you or your representative at any 
t ime •
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Sir Arthur Currie (Cont*d)
* trust that you will receive this sug

gestion in the spirit in which it is given. I 
fully realize that the University should he the 
one and final arbiter of the standards of admis
sion to its classes, and I should want to be the 
last to advocate any lowering of those standards.
I firmly believe, however, that the facts are as 
I have stated above.

Mr. Wilson tells me that you are favourab^ 
disposed towards visiting this school in the near 
future. In such case, we shall indeed be honoured, 
And I trust that the occasion will not be long de
layed.

Yours very truly

'G>



March 6, 1933

W* D. Atkinson, Esq., M.A.,
Principal, Glebe Collegiate Institute, 
Ottawa .

My dear Principal Atkinson,

Thank you very much for your letter of 'larch 
3rd with reference to Matri exilât ion matters.

Personally, I have every sympathy with your 
suggestion. The Registrar tells me that he practically 
does now what you suggest should be done, although the 
Ontario schools have not been notified. Ouch notifica
tion as has been sent them was to the effect that those 
applying for entrance to this University would have to 
take our Matriculation examinations. But he tells ne that 
the certificate presented does not disclose which of the 
marks are the result of recommendation and which of examina
tion, and that time àoes not prevent him seeking the in- 
formatl on. He has, therefore, been taking those who pre
sent recommendations. He will write to you, and also
to Mr. Stuart.

It was a great pleasure for me to meet you 
the other evening at that most enjoyable gathering of the 
McGill graduates. What I had to say about the desirability 
of a National Government at the present time has caused 
come comment, at least. I have no hope that it will have 
an immediate result. Professional politicians care too 
much for the privileges and the prestige that go with sup
porting a party In power.

Brer yours faithfully.

Principal



March 7th, 1952
w.B.T. Atkinson, Esq., 
Principal,
Glebe Collegiate Institute, 
Ottawa, Canada.

Dear Sir,

Sir Arthur Currie has shown m your letter to him concerning 
our acceptance of marks awarded by High Schools without public examina
tion , according to the Ontario plan.

The decision of the Matriculation Board which I gave to Mr.
Stuart in the letter you mention, was based largely upon a desire to 
treat the schools of Ontario exactly as we treat the schools of Quebec.
In practice, when applications from Ontario came in, I found it impossible 
to hold up these applications until I had discovered whether the marks were 
awarded by the School or the Department, and consequently was forced to 
accept both without discrimination. This we shall centime to do at least 
for a year or two so that the Ontario system will have a fair trial.

Our chief experience of accepting certification by schools has 
hitherto been In connexion with American High Schools, and has not been 
very encouraging. As you know, a large number of American schools are 
approved by various educational agencies and given the power to certify 
for admission to most of the American Universities. In many of these 
schools a student1» complete record showing an average of 85 or 90$ 
moans practically nothing, and students with such records hare often had 
to leave McGill on account of weak scholarship. We now require American 
students to write the College Entrance Examination Board examinations and 
find the change a distinct improvement. This unfortunate experience with 
certification may have been in the minds of the Matriculation Board when 
it made Its previous decision.

McGill has naturally a close connexion with Ontario and parti
cularly with the Ottawa Valley, and none of us wishes to see that connexion 
weakened. I hope you will be pleased to hear that we are accepting your 
school marks for entrance, and trust that the Ontario plan continues to work 
out as soundly as you suggest in your letter.

Yours faithfully,

Copy sent to Mr. Stuart,
Llsgar Collegiate Institute.

T.H. Matthews 
Kegietrar
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March 8, 1933.

Sir Arthur Currie,
President and Vice-Chancellor, 
McGill University,
Montreal, P. q.
Dear Sir Arthur:-

I have to thank you for your letter of March
6th. This morning I received a communication from 
the Registrar, stating that your Matriculation Board 
has agreed to accept certificates secured "by recom
mendation from our Middle School students. I wish 
to express my appreciation of the interest you have 
manifested in this matter and for your prompt action. 
I feel sure that, so far as this school is concerned, 
you will have no cause to regret your decision.

Might I repeat that we are looking forward to
your visit to this school? We shall be glad to have 
you at any time that suits your convenience. We have 
an assembly each morning of over 1200 students (the 
remainder of our 1480 cannot be accommodated in the 
hall) and I hope that you will be as interested in 
seeing our morning exercises as we shall be honoured 
in having you with us.

Yours very truly,

Principal
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JAMES SULLIVAN
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

FOR HIGHER AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

CHARLES B. HEISLER
ASSISTANT IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Feb. 13, 1929.

Principal William A. Currie,
McGill University,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Dear Principal Currie:

For some time this Department has been convinced 
that our recognition of Canadian universities and 
colleges has needed revision. We have reached this 
conclusion because of the difference in the admission 
requirements. As long as we require our own universities 
and cdLleges to establish and maintain a certain admission 
requirement, it is inconsistent to extend the same 
recognition iP Canadian universities and colleges that do 
not admit students upon the same basis. Whether your 
requirement or ours is the better, pedagogically speaking, 
is an academic question. The fact remains that there is 
a real difference.

In the State of New York admission to a college course 
of study is based upon the completion of four years of 

1 'SCCCD-aiT schooling preceded by eight years of elementary 
schooling, generally speaking, that is to say7 upon the 
completion of twelve years of stucÿ. Unless I am misin
formed admission to your university may be obtained by 
meeting the junior matriculation requirement, that is to 
say, upon the completion of eleven years of study. There
fore we feel that your admission requirement is not on a 
par with our own.

Furthermore you admit to your sophomore year the 
holder of a senior matriculation (Grade XII) certificate 
thus allowing college credit for the completion of secondary 
school courses of study, a practice that is not permitted in 
the State of New York.

Therefore, in fairness to our own students we have 
deemed it necessary to make the following ruling.
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Principal Currie-2/l3/29 - #2

hereafter this Department vd.ll give full credit to 
a graduate of your university in case he or she has 
entered the freshman year upon senior matriculation 
(Grade XII) standing and has completed four full years 
in residence thereafter. 'Ibis ruling is subject to one 
exception. *ull credit may be given a graduate of your 
university who was admitted to the freshman year on less 
than senior matriculation standing and has thereafter 
completed four full years in residence provided the record 
upon which such graduate was admit ted was the full equiv
alent of the New York State four year secondary school 
course of study preceded by eight years of elementary 
schooling.

I will be very glad to have your reaction to this 
ruling. If you think we have erred in any way please say 
so frankly and advise us wherein you believe our reasoning 
to be incorrect or the ruling unfair. Our only wish in 
this connection is to make a ruling that is equitable to

students as well as our own.
.̂............ . ■ ■ -

ery truly yours

Charles B. heiSier

CBH-K



MATBICULATIOÎT EXAMINA IRIONS, .Tune 1931

Fee a ,;4,958.00

Examiners and Invigilation

;1,044.00 
1 ,807.00

Printing, Answer Book, etc.

Stamps
Express
Printing papers 

« h

« «
» «

Answer Books 
Blotting paper 
2 qts. ink 
Application 

cards

| 37.32 
12.75

(iÿiebec) 109.00 
(Cornell) 74.69 

" 127.30
(Beatty) 30.00 

361.80 
4.00 
3.50

forms, filing 
certificates, etc.

90.00

850.36

$2,851.25

850.36

Total expenditure $ 5,701.61

Balance 1 ,256.39

Number of Students Junior
Senior

633
128

Extra expense involved if our Matriculation examination was entirely 

separated from the High School Leaving Examinâtion:-

Printing............ ................................ ,110
Examiners .......................................... $260



February 18th, 1929

Charles B. Helsler, Beq.,
Assistant In Higher Education,
The University of the State of Hew York, 
Albany, New York.

Dear 31r:-
In the absence of Sir Arthur 

Currie I acknowledge your good letter of February 
13th with reference to entrance reouirements.

At KoGill University we admit to the Faculty of Arts a student who has attained 
a definite standard [60% on the whole,wlth a 
minimum in each subject) on an examination in 
certain essential subjects. This examination is 
based on specific work which prepares the student 
for his first year in college. The time it has 
taken him to prepare himself,or whether such pre
paration is in private or public school or by tutor, 
is immaterial to us. In the State of Few York, on 
the other hand, admission is based on the completion 
of twelve years of study, with, prehaps, only slight 
regard to particular subjects. It is Just here the 
real difference lies in our requirements for admission.

Our records at KoGill over a 
number of years shew conclusively that the percentage 
of failures in the first year is much lower among 
students who have passed our examination than among 
those who have entered under the rualification of 
time spent in preparatory grades and units studied.



Charles B, Helsler.~so 2

In the same way our senior 
matriculation examination is based, on the 
attainment of a definite standard in specified 
work, and a student who has successfully passed 
this examination is ready for his second year 
in college.

I hope I have made our position 
quite clear. I am sure you will have no difficulty 
in coming to the conclusion that the requirements 
for admission to our first year are the full equi
valent of the Hew York State four year secondary 
school course of study preceded by eight years of 
elementary schooling.

Very truly yours,

Acting Principal
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COMMENTS 3Y T.H. LidDSHEWS

1. I agree that there must be very effective cooperation between the University 

and the Department.

Since a number of students in the High Schools are coming to McGill 

and since the Department wishes their examination to be recognized, it is 

natural that they should consult us, but I do not think this in any ?/ay 

necessitates cooperation in the actual conduct of the two examinations.

2(a) Why should ajoint board responsible for our Matriculation Examination derive 

its authority solely from the Protestant Committee? Is not this an infringement 

of the University Statutes? Chapter V, paragraph 7 (g) states that it is a 

duty of Corporation "to fix all qualifications and requirements for entrance or 

mat riculation”.

2(b) Why does Professor Clarke say "the same schools and teaching facilities are 

concerned in both examinations”? Ho school that prepares for the High School 

Leaving Examination also prepares for Matriculation, and vice versa. If, 

therefore, the courses of study were not identical, and I strongly favour 

variety in education, there would be no confusion, as there is no confusion in 

England where eight different authorities conduct school certificate examinations.

3. Professor Clarke says "If Joint Board methods really have failed". They 

have never been tried. The system for the last three or four years has been 

one in which the examinât ion has been prepared by the Protestant Committee, and 

the University has accepted the examiners and the papers without discussion.

This I think is a thoroughly bad system which has led to poor papers, and has 

made it impossible for the University really to assist in improving the School

Leaving Examination.
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A Joint Board that really was "joint" would he responsible equally to the 

Protestant Committee and to Corporation and these two bodies would have to 

have exactly equal powers. This, I am sure, the Protestant Committee will 

not accept, and that is one reason why I advocate complete divorce} which 

is also requested by every member of the present High School Leaving Board 

who know more of the running of the Examination than anyone else.

4. The reconstituted High School Leaving 8*ajsina%te«. Board is concerned 

and can be concerned only with the High School Leaving Examination. Our own 

Matriculation Board also has duties and has very definite obligations to the 

local private schools and to students in other parts of the Empire.

If Professor Clarke’s notes are re-read with the words "Matriculation 

Board" instead of "High School Leaving Board" or "Board’,' and with "the 

Corporation of McGill University" instead of "the Protestant Committee", 

it becomes clear that what he is proposing is a surrender of our rights and 

duties.

I suggest that if the question arises tomorrow, it be clearly 

pointed out that our Matriculation Examination is controlled by the Corporation 

of the University, and that any suggestions concerning our examination must 

be approved by that body.

I heartily agree with the general desire of Professor Clarke for 

more efficient and informed criticism of papers and for a more effective 

running of the examinations.

His final difficulty concerning the syllabi would disappear if the 

examinations were entirely separated as I hope they will be.

It appears clear to me that if we draw fully upon the resources o± 

the University we can run a Matriculation Examination that will oe a vast 

improvement upon the presnet one, and will help the High School authorities
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"by setting a standard.

At present the only McGill Professors concerned are the 

examiners and their papers are printed without another member of the staff seeing, 

them except for the two representatives on the Bevising Board. The scheme 

therefore does not use our resources fully.

Every one of the British Examining Boards is a university one, 

and the papers, of which I have copies in my office, show the very high 

standards which they maintain.
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Kotes op Matrlcul ation and School-Leaving Examinât icats

1. Any scheme that works at all must provide for effective co

operation between the Universities and the Department of 

Education. Complete and absolute separation is an imposs

ibility, and independent arrangements whereby McGill conducted 

its own Matriculation Examination would still involve very 

definite relations with the Department of Education.

2. There are two lines of approach to effective co-operation:-

a) A real Joint Board enjoying the confidence of all parties 

and taking effective control of both Examinations. V/hile de

riving its authority from the regulations of the Protestant 

Committee it would, in fact, set itself to devise and opærate 

machinery that would meet the just claims of al 1 the interests 

concerned.

or: -

b) Separate conduct of the Examinations, leaving matters of 

common interest to be determined-iby negotiation. Since, very 

largely, the same schools and teaching-facilities would be 

concerned in both examinations, the area of common interest 

would still be large. Questions of courses of study,of text

books, of standards and so forth would continue to arise,

and woçtld have to be settled by some kind of machinery. v/ouid 

this machinery be as satisfactory as an authoritative Joint 

Board ? I imagine that it might well be clumsy, lacking in 

permanence and precision, weak in authority and more fruitful 

in causes of irritation than a Joint Board would be.
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3. It is better to co-operate from separate centres than not 

at all and if Joint Board methods really have failed then the 

other alternative must be tried. But to assert such failure 

just when a modified system of Joint acti n that has not yet 

been tested is about to be tried, is at least, premature. The 

new scheme must, I think, be given a chance.

4. The reconstructed Board might xrk work reasonably well 

provided that :-

1. Real responsibility for the efficient conduct of the 

examination is placed upon it, and the responsibility is 

genuinely accepted and exercised. A Board that is not em

powered to make crucial decisions or that shirks the res

ponsibility of making them, can only increase confusion.

ii. There is good will and a real desire to meet all the xh±e 

interests concerned. Ko adjustment of numerical representation 

on the Board can compensate for the lack of these. Thus I 

should hesitate to conclude that because McGill has.c ly two 

direct! representatives on the new Board, only two members

of it are prepared to give full consideration to McGill’s 

interests.

iii. The Board acts and continues to act as a whole. There

can be no effective action if the Board or any section of it

is continually referring beyond itself for authority to act.

All parties represented must face and fairly accept the risks

involved in guaranteeing the relative i dependence of the Board.

Effective confidence always implies such risks and if confidence

proves misplaced, the remedy is a better Board, not a nullifica

tion of its authority•
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5• Granted these essential conditions a technique of action 

could be worked out that would meet the main needs. Among 

them ar e ; -

A. Appointment of Examiners.

The Board should pronounce upon all nominations from what

ever source# and should submit its list of recommendations to 

the Department . This list should be laid before the Pro testant 

Committee along with such comments and alternative recommenda

tions as the Director of Protestant Education wished to differ.

nominations should be submitted so as to give ample time for 

consideration by the Board.

B. Ar>r>roval of Papers.
An important essential here is ample time# the appointment 

of examiners should be made early enough to allow exaninefs 

time for adequate consultation and consideration before sub

mitting draft papers. Also the Board should meet some months 

before the Examination so as to allow ample time for criticism 

and revision of the draft papers.
This revisio.- and criticism cannot be effected in a single 

meeting. The Board hould be free to consult any authority 

it chooses, and should devise machinery such as has been sug
gested (e.g. Moderators, "Subject"-C ommi11ees, and so ±orth) 

in order that the Board may have before it, when it meets, an 

expert and carefully considered report on evefy paper. ^us 

duty would then be to assess these reports and take action on 

them •

C. Assessment of Standards.
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This may i nvolve : -
i. A group of examiners rather than a Single examiner for any 

one paper, the chief Examiner of the group being concerned 
mainly with keeping the standard constant.
ii. Some revision and possible amplification of the instruc

tions issued to examiners.
iii. The keeping of records» pBSxixlsjc possibly in the form of 

Frequency Curves, shewing the acttal standards in eveiy subject 
and in the examination as a whole, from year to year.
N.B. This is an office duty and should not be imposed upon ex
aminers .

iv . The adjustment of examiners’ marks. This will be of two 
kind si-

a) General adjustment, to bfing the marks of a whole group 
of papers into conformity with fair normal standards as judged 
by the Board. This will have to be done on a clear uniform 
principle that does not alter r&ative values èf the marks, and 
does not require reference back to the examiner.

b) Sp ecial adjustment of marks of individuals. This should 
involve, in all cases, reference back to the examiner with, if 
necessary, a final judgment by a competent referee.
IT .3. If the Board accepts full responsibility and functions 
efficiently as a whole its services would be as valuable and 
as necessary in revising marks for Matriculation, as in revising 
those for School Leaving.
D. Syllabuses.
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A difficulty arises here as the Board will not be respons

ible for syllabuses in either Matriculation or School Leaving. 

The situation calls for effective co-operation between the 

University Matriculation Committee and anyhaiy; body to which 

the Protestant Committee may entrust the drafting of courses 

of study. There has been already much useful co-operation 

of this kind and the facilities for it need to be extended 

and regularised.

6. I do not follow the suggestion that separation of the two 

examinations would mean that school pupils might be required 

to take both. Surely McGill would still be willing to accept 

School Leaving as an equivalent to Matriculation provided the 

scope and standards of examination were satisfactory. It 

does not refuse to accept as equivalent examinations taken 

elsewhere than in Quebec, - even out of Canada altogether-- 

though the syllabuses differ in content from those of it s own 

Matriculation examination. It could hardly d$ny to candidates 

from Quebec what it concedes to candidates from elsewhere.

7 . Secretariat. An efficient and reasonably independent se

cretariat is of vital importance to the working of a Joint 

Board system. To be efficient it must be very nearly, if not 

xeik entirely a full-time job. The function of a Board is to 

take decisions, not to do routine office-work in a scrambled 

fashion. I suspect that much of our trouble has arisen from the 

absence of a Secretariat, adequately eqhipped, with ti e, 

and facilities and experience to do the important routine work. 

The Board is comparable to a Board of Directors and I should
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doubt the efficiency of any large business where the Board of 

Directors attempted to do its own office work.

F. Clarke
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(Information "below is gleaned,in each case^from 1950-1 Calendars)

University Bt0. (Calendar pp.S± 73-74)

These page s, care fully re ad, show that in Arts if the student does 
"not take Latin he must talks Greek.

UQiY*S^3hat ch jv,sn. ( Calendar pp. 29-30. )

Latin must "be taken if Students have Law in view. 
Greek or latin...............................................................Arts in view.

Alterta (Calendar p30)

Expressly warns intending Matriculants that if Latin is not taken 
there are some Faculties which can not "be entered.-2ven among profess
ional Faculties Pharmacy,Law,Dentistry require Latin.In the Arts course 
it is made plain that if one does not take Greek it is almost imposs
ible to escape Latin- in fact one can only do it by taking a heavy 
science course. (These would correspond to cur B.Sc. students in Arts) 
Further these Science students must do both French and German.

Hahitoba. ■ ^lender p. 23)

Matriculation requirements not stated. But in first year Arts the 
only way to escape Latin would be to take Greek,Hebrew or Icelandic 
in additicn^jtû French and German,uniess one took a very full course 
IrTs clan ce 7-"which again "would correspond to our B.Sc. students.

The gist of all this is that (except for the alternative Greek-whioh 
alternative Manitoba amplifies for obvious political reasons,only to 
hedge it around with added difficulties) it cannot be said of the West
ern Universities,any more than it can be said of McGill,that ’’they do 

not require Latin for Matriculation? One may say,without falsehood,"The 
Vifestem Canadian Universities do not require Latin for Sntranoe? And the 
same may be said of McGill.But in both cases if one looks into it fur
ther it appears that the matriculant who has funked Latin can only do 
certain things.

There is an historical reason for the Greek alternative-the fact 
that Manitoba and Saskatchewan began by being tied up with theological 

colleges.The students in these must take both Greek and He brew.How if 
these man have to carry three ancient languages,it is argued,they can 
hardly get enough modern education.

MoGil,I fancy,would be very willing to accept Greek for Latin,but it 
would be silly to talk about it,for Greek is extinct in our schools. So 

also, for the matter of that is German,where a s in these VPe stern universities 
if you escape Latin as our B.Sc. students do,it is generally laid down,or 
it appears in the detailed régulât ions, that you must do hoj^Fr.and Ger.

and at school. t
<•———« «    V,



November 28th, 1931

NOTES ON THE JUNIOR MATRICULATION EXAMINATION

1. I belis^e the Junior Matriculation Examination might be strengthened, 
and the conduct of the examination simplified if the Matriculation Board 
adopted the following suggestions designed

(a) to secure a more thorough criticism and revision of the papers before 
they are printed.

(b) to make definite the regulations governing the re-reading of papers.

(c) to make definite arrangements for the revision of examinersf marks 
where this appears to be justified.

(d) to make the pass-mark in individual papers 50^.

2. Criticism and Revision of Papers.

The Departments concerned should act as preliminary revising committees, 
so that a paper set by any examiner would be criticized and approved by all 
the members of his department before being sent to me.

The department would be expected to satisfy it self

(a) that the paper was within the syllabus

(b) that the paper covered the ground fairly and was well-balanced.

(c) that the standard was a proper one.

(d) that no question was ambiguous.

(e) that the paper gave bright pupils an opportunity of showing their brightne

In t. ae case of Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry, the examiner should be 
asked for solutions of any problems, and those solutions should be verified 
by the other manbers of his department.

3. A Revising Board should be appointed. As members I suggest one member 
from each of the following departments, Classics, French, History or 
English, Physics or Chemistry. This Board which would meet in February 
would give the papers a final revision, compare them with previous years’ 
papers, and finally sanction them.

The original examiner should be informed and consulted if the 
Board decided to make any material alteration in a paper.

No examiner would sit on this Board and the members should be paid 
(perhaps $10 each) for their work. The Registrar (unpaid) should act as 
convener and be a member of the Board.



4. The proofs of each paper should he read and corrected hy the examiner 
and hy at least one other member of his department.

The Re-reading of Individual Papers

5. Unjustifiably optimistic hut determined parents frequently ask that 
their child's paper should he re-read, and are a nuisance to me if I 
refuse, and to the examiner if I grant their request. I therefore suggest

(a) Any candidate may have his marks checked (i.e. the addition) on a
payment of $L .00. The fee to be returned if the addition is incorrect.

(h) Any candidate may apply to the Registrar for a re-reading of any 
paper, stating in writing the reasons for this request, and, if 
possible, getting a letter from the principal of his school supporting 
it. A fee of $5.00 must accompany the request. If the request 
seems reasonable, the Registrar, in consultation with the examiner, will 
appoint a second reader an! the two examiners will re-read the paper. For 
this I suggest that each rea.der be paid .$1.00.

If the original examiner is not available the Registrar should appoint 
the most suitable man he can obtain.

I suggest that these appointments be made by myself since I am here at 
the time and may be, and am, consulted in my office by parents and 
principals.

If re-reading justifies an alteration of marks, the $5.00 fee should be 
ret umed.

The Revision of Marks

6. There are two cases

(a) The student who has passed with high marks in all subjects but one and 
has failed in this by one or two marks.
When this happens I suggest that the examiner in this paper be consulted 
and that if ho feels that an extra mark or two should be awarded, the marks 
be altered accordingly. Such cases are rare.

(b) The marks of an examiner make the percentage of failures in that subject 
unduly high.
The Matriculation Board could not meet to discuss such an event for 
it would occur in July. I suggest that the Registrar call a meeting 
of those members of the Board and of the Revising Committee who are 
available, and discuss the problem with them.
If the paper is being used by the Department of Education for the 
High School Leaving Examination, any action should be taken in 
consultât ion with the Department.



Change of Pass-Mark

7. To matriculate a student must obtain an average of 60% in ten required 
papers and not less than 40% in any one paper. The High School Leaving 
standard of passing is 50% in each paper. This double standard increases the 
difficulty of examining a paper that is used for both examinations.

I suggest that the pass-mark be 50% in every paper, and that to matriculate _ 
a student must obtain an average of 60% in the ten required papers and pass m 
at least nine of them.



Table showing percentage of those who passed McGill University 

Junior Matriculation in 1930 and 1931 who would have passed if 

the passing mark had "been changed.

■ ----------------- 1Passing Mark 1930 1931

50% in every paper 59% 58%

50% in each paper with 
one failure allowed

86% 79%

50% in each paper with 
two failures allowed 99% 94%

50% in each paper with 
three failures allowe l 100% 100%



Table showing percentage of those who passed McGill University 

Junior Matriculation in 1930 and 1931 who would have passed if 

the passing mark had been changed.

Passing Mark 1930 1931

50% in every paper 59% 58%

50% in each paper with 
one failure allowed
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50% in each paper with 
two failures allowed 99% 94%

50% in each paper \7ith 
three failures allowe l 100% oorH



10888 OS PASS IttTRICUL* ?ICH, HOSOUE àââf81CUI^TI3S , A30 HCSTOOT C08BBS5 IS 
y suuy os aïwz xm sciage.:

i.
1. These notes were written after the meeting of the Matriculation 

Board on Thursday October £9th, 1951, to clarify ay own Ideas and perhaps to 

proride a heels for further dissuasion of these topics.

2. 1 a* thinking throughout of candidates for entrance to the University 

and act dealing with the problems of the majority of school hoy» and girls

who are not coming to the University.

3. I am not thinking exclusively of the High School system of cue bee, 

hut also of the Private Schools, and I have included subjects such as German

«uni Spanish which are not at present taught in Quebec.

n. - PASS mTMCUU'H%
1. Broadly speaking the present examination forae a satisfactory entrance 

test for pees students.

2. The syllabus needs some revision, and the papers nwti more export 

criticism before they are printed to ensure their being adequate teste of ability.

S. The pase-mrk should be 59^ In every .-aper, but a student who obtained

an average of 60* in his ten papers should be allowed to fail in one (but not more 

than one) paper. If the pass-mark in the High School Leaving Seminations and the 

Matriculation HwaiaaUons were the asm, It *-<mld be easier fbr Sxaminers justly 

to decide border-line ease».

Ill— HO MOOT ItmtlCULATlOK

1* The aim of this examination would be to prepare gifted students for the



Honour Course» of the Faculty offris and Science and to provide the University 

with a reliable method of selecting students qualified to undertake such courses,

2. This would necessitate a difficult examination with opportunities for

the bright student to show ability rather them knowledge* It should be a test 

of Intelligence and technique rather than of memory.

3» To suit our conditions the examination should be more specialised than

the Upper School examination of feront© but less specialised than the English 

Hi^ier Certificate.

4* I would not aim at a broad examinations the purpose of the post-

matriculation year being to intensify foregrounds rather than to broaden 

backgrounds* this year should introduce bright students to a serious study of a 

small number of subjects.

6* If, for example, it is felt that after passing the Junior Matriculation

examination, the future History specialist needs to study a science, this should 

not be done in this post-matriculation year, but at the University where pas» 

courses wou d give the sort of "minor'’ course in science needed.

Personally I do not believe that such a History specialist derives any 

value from a compulsory course In science.

6. Similarly the science student who needs Oeraan should start this 

at the University rather than in hie post-matrleulat ion year.

7. fhe post-matriculation year should be devoted to four subjects only, 

grouped as follows t

A. Art» Honour iA.trloul^tion 

Compulsory} English

Optional t- -Shrôô of the fbriwwlng: 
r « ^ wwi i * ffi>,T6ïy



• ** W r.

Optional » hr»® of the following

History

do août
Spanish
Latin
On*
Mathematics

B# Jaiaaoe Honour &atrioulatlon

Compulsory: An English leeay 
Mathematics

Optional: Two of the following

'■.I •• i t. , tv;.
• >• . ■■■.,

« -■: ■ • ■ if-. '

8. In eatih

three-hour papers.

Physios
Chemistry
Biology

v' " X -

fef - •.■ ’». i*
/i: ■.V.-

r, there «haulA he two

She actual marks he published, hut students should he

given a"pasen or « ’’distinctionn in eaeh subject (or paper).
a

Thus a cert if! cats a&fct state that/eandidate had obtained Me honour 

matriculation in English, History, Preach, and Latin, with distinction 

in History and Latin.

10. The following difficulties in connexion with the examination occur

to me.

(1) Either it must he a University Examination for which the Protestant 

High Schools have pemission to prepare their pupils (This is the 

position In England), or it must he run jointly by the University end 

the Preteat&nt Committee.

T prefer the forwer aîterrtotîw.

U) Whatever method of control is adopted, it met he possible for
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7. Th& subject# weald be grouped as

In the Arts Division

Compulsory 5 jaglleh 

Optionali Two of the followingt

*t ':'v. :

• ,• >•••

History,
French,

i
l*

Latin,
Greek,
Matheaatiee,

.'y--ryf! v

• .?• -v-

> . „k-^A 1 .« i A I

I
. D.../ •

In the Solonce Division

A ass course In French or German (whichever has not been 
taken In Junior Matriculation).

Optional* fhree of the following}

Mathematics
Physics,
Chemistry
biology

if. : - ’ •»

ihyslos would deawwsd Ethernet les, but tbeee Unkings assy be left to be discussed 

later.

8, It suggested that the Départaient* of icono tloo and i’olitlo&l 

r, sad Psychology, whose lectures begin only In the Second Tear

She suggest las. is that a student 4no has specialised tot two years
final

in three subject» will ohooee one or two of these for his,/honours work and will

net a new subject,

departments

and subjects must be safeguarded.



Il* I would eajEgest tnat these depaztiaants static very definitely what

honour eouries ir, th» Tiret Year they require ne prerequisites, se that Honour 

Stu.der.fco „-*y *n« reminded of these subjests when they are advised at the time 

of registration*

12* Vwrtfosv, ne skuAtint should oake hie official choice cf final honnaro

subjects until he sate re hi* second year.

*0 now say, for exaaple, that Saootcb 1» an honours student la 

History la Me third year* thus coupling student and subject. This appears aloe 

upon his registration card *

Under the new echswis this should not be lone until the beginning ef the 

Second Year $ thus Snooks in hie first year slight w Arts or Release but act 

Latin or Chemistry.

IS. fhe départaient» aoncoraod might possibly wish to ewe$en»e their lectures

la the first year* If they did this, the abort problem oovJd net arise. $hla,le, 

of course, a matter for these deparc æats thOiSseXvee*



Y. ras HOHOUP 'JATRICUIATION SYLLABUS

1. The method of deciding the initial syllabus for Honour Matriculation 

and of modifying the syllabus In after years mat depend upon the method 

adopted of controlling the examination.

2. Assuring that there will be Joint control between the Department of 

Public Instruction and the University, and remembering that the examination 

is essentially a University Entrance Examination, and that the University 

controls Its own Entrance requirements, we should proceed as followsj-

3. The Matriculation Beard should wuamon tea meeting the heads of all the 

University Departments concerned, explain to them the proposed nature of the 

examination and ask them In consultation with their departments to draw up 

suitable syllabi In their own subjects.

4. These suggestions Aould then be considered by the Matriculation Board 

ora committee appointed by them. 3adh syllabus would be thoroughly 

investigated to see that It conformed to the general scheme of the 

examination and of a proper standard.

6. If the Beard wished to modify a syllabus. It would do so In 

consultation with the department concerned.

6. The syllabus finally approved by the Board should be submitted to the 

proper authority of the Protestant Committee and Joint meetings arranged to 

settle any final difficultlea.
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Department of Education
(Buebec, •£. (B.

HON. CYRILLE F. DELACE

W. P. PERCIVAL

ENGLISH SECRETARY, DEPUTY 
MINISTER OF THE DEPARTMENT, 
AND DIRECTOR OF PROTESTANT 
EDUCATION.

SUPERINTENDENT

When replying please give 
at the head of your letter 
this number.

no----- 25./-31
Replies should be addressed 

to “The Superintendent of 
Education, Quebec, P.Q.”

LIONEL BERGERON

FRENCH SECRETARY AND 
DEPUTY MINISTER OF THE 
DEPARTMENT.

Lia y 4th, Idol

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.3., LL.D., 
McGill University,
Montreal, P. Q,.

Dear Sir Arthur:

At the last meeting of the Protestant 
Committee a sub-committee was appointed to inquire into 
the relationship at present existing between the McGill 
University Matriculation Examination ana the School Leaving 
Examination. This sub-committee consists of four members 
who were asked to confer with representatives of McGill and 
Bishop’s Universities and with the Director of Protestant Ed
ucation.

I have been awaiting your return to Montreal 
before t; king up this matter. I understand that the combined 
system of examinations has worked well for the past forty-five 
years and it is difficult to see any good reason for a change 
at the present time.

If a meeting can be arranged it will be a 
convenience for me if it can be called "'or Tuesday, May 12th, 
not later than 2.30 p.m.

As I have to advise the members of the sub
committee as to the date of the meeting I shall jo glad to be 
favoured with an early reply.

Yours truly,

Director of Protestant EducationTOP/A



Eay 5, 1931.

Dr. W* P. Perelirai,
Director of Protestant E ucation, 
Department of Education,
Quebec, P. 1.

Dear Dr. Perdrai,

Let me aeknoiirledge your letter 

of the 4th 2Iay with regard to a conference which 

It Is proposed to hold between yourself and repre

sentatives of MoGrill and Bishop’s Universities on 

the matter of matriculation and school leaving exami

nations.

The date you mention, Tuesday, 

Eay 12th, at 2,30 p.m. will suit us and we shall 

look for you at that time in my office.

Yours faithfully,

Principal



Department of Education

W. P. PERCiVAL

ENGLISH SECRETARY, DEPUTY 
MINISTER OF THE DEPARTMENT. 
AND DIRECTOR OF PROTESTANT 
EDUCATION,

(Butbet, <B.
HON. CYRILLE F. DELACE

SUPERINTENDENT

When replying please give 
at the head of your letter 
this number.

No._____________
Replies should be addressed 

to*‘Tbe Superintendent of 
Education, Quebec, P.Q.”

LIONEL BERGERON

FRENCH SECRETARY AND 
DEPUTY MINISTER OF THE 
DEPARTMENT.

May 7th, 1921

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.3. , LL.D. , 
McGill University,
Montreal, P.Q.

Dear Sir Arthur

I have received your letter of 
May 5th in which you inform me that McGill rep
resentatives will be present in your office at 
2.30 p.m. on Tuesday, May 12th, to confer with 
representatives of Bishop’s University and the 
Director of Protestant Education on the matter 
of Matriculation and School Leaving Examinations.

I have informed the Principal of 
Bishop’s University and the members of the sub
committee of the Protest, nt Committee accordingly.

ruly,

A/ director of Protestant Education



»

Report of Sub-Committee of tpe Protestant vomit tee on the 
and tli<3 .latrioulation examinations.

June 4th, 1931»

-
ship between the High School Leaving and the i-atriculation 
examinations have "been held since the lest meeting of the
were present from McGill and Bishop's Ifniversltles» The

As a result of these conferences your Sub-committee'.dations;

"The examination for the High School weaving Cert
ificate shall be conducted by the Department of Education

er grades.
j approve oxu ,

termine the résulté of the examination, and to deal with any 
questions that may arise in connection therewith. 1‘he Board.j. Leaving Board, and be compc

-

j -A uo atlon,
T*hreo representatives ox she --rotestan- vonimlvtce. 
One representative of the school for Teachers.
Two representatives nominated "by l^cGill university.

Ti.es . . Ll be elected of three
Ho oerson can be a member of this Board who is engaged in the

mat ion.
.ad as follows

;era for chool Lea vaatlon shall b ttee. The
High School Leaving Board shall hirflF the power to rec emmène, 

t of ex.also be submitted by the Director of grotestant education.
This regulation shall go into effect on the 1st day 

October, 1031.

*5A -1.



In Tien of the very difficult position which Protestant Education in the 

Province of Quebec must continue to occupy, it is highly desirable that the three 

bodies most concerned with its promotion should wotk effectively together. McGill 

University and Bishop’s University need the support of the high schools below them, 

and the Department of Education, responsible for the conduct of these high schools, 

needs the help of the universities from above.

The High School Leaving examinations intimately concern these three bodies 

but unfortunately the existing machinery for the conduct of these examinations does 

not secure their effective cooperation, and the High School Leaving certificate 

has not the weight of authority it might attain if the two universities were per

suaded to cooperate more seriously in planning the examinations.

To remove present causes of friction and to secure more harmonious and 

intelligent direction in fhture, I suggest

(1) that in all papers, whether Matriculation or High School Leaving, the

pees mark be 60%.

(2) that a new High School Leaving Examination Board be appointed with the

following personnelt

a. The Director of Protestant Education

b. The Professor of Education of McGill University

o. The Professor of Education of Bishop’s University

d. The Registrar of McGill Uhiversity

e. A representative of the Department of Education
(The chief Inspector of High Schools ?)

f. A representative of the Protestant Committee

g. Two représentâtives from McGill University

h. Two representatives from Bishop’s University

i. Two representatives 68 the High School teachers
(not to act on revising board)

A total of twelve persons



pile board should be given power to recoiamend the appointment of examiners and 

both the Department and ItcGill University should undertake not to depart from 

these recommendations without farther reference to the Board. The Board should 

also appoint moderators as suggested below and should authorise the papers actually 

sot. ito examiner should be allowed to sit on the Board.

3) Moderators

The examination subjects should be divided Into groups - perhaps three

groupsi-
(1) English and History)

(2) Greek, Latin, and French

(3) Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Physical Geography 

{Music and Drawing require, I think, different treatment which I am

unqualified to prescribe.)

For each of these groups three moderators should be appointed, one 

by each university and one by the Department, whose duty it would be to act 

as experts, carefully to criticise the papers submitted by the examiners, and 

report upon them to the Board. These reports would take cognisance of standards, 

wording of questions, divagations from the syllabus, etc.

If the moderators were properly chosen it would not be necessary for 

each to be an expert in all the subjects of his group.

The Board would authorise a paper only after a consideration of the 

report from the moderators.

If any paper is entitled to be re-read, this re-reading should be done

by the moderators, or one of them, in consultation with the original examiner.

The moderators should be paid and the present fee paid to the High 
Board

School Le ving/for its revision duties should be discontinued.

TSo examiner should be allowed to be a moderator.



HIGH SCHOOL LEAVING AND MATRICULATION

I

1. The Protestant Committee is meeting in the Medical Building on Friday the 27th 

of November.

2. So far as I know no real effort has been made since the last meeting to solve 

the problem of the control of the High School Leaving Examination. No pro

posals frcm the Department have been submitted to the University, and, although 

Mr. Mitchell had an interview with the High School Leaving Board, no definite 

plan was suggested.

3. The drawing up of a new scheme is clearly a task for the Department and not for 

the University, and possibly the Department is preparing a scheme for considera

tion by the Protestant Conmittee.

4. Whether this is so or not I think it important that the three representatives of 

the University upon the Protestant Committee should agree at least as to the 

minimum conditions any solution must satisfy to be acceptable to the University.

5» I suggest that these three representatives meet before the 27th and discuss 

these conditions carefully, so that, if necessary, they may state them at the 

meeting.

6. As a possible basis of discussion I submit my own views.

II

To be aeoeptable to McGill University any scheme for the «ÎOtat control of the 

High School Leaving Examinations ani the Matriculation Examination must satisfy 

the following conditions:

1. A method must be devised of ensuring that the examiners appointed are 

acceptable to both the Protestant Committee and the University Matriculation

Board



2. This necessitates at least that "before the suggested list is put "before the

Protestant Committee, the University must have an opportunity of discussing it 

and of vetoing any examiner of whom it does not approve.

3. The examination papers must likewise "be revised and approved "by the Univer

sity "before they are printed. Recently the University has "been accepting papers 

it has never seen for its own Matriculation Examination. The University should 

and could appoint a very strong Revising Board.

4. The University wishes to make its Departments responsible for the matri

culation papers submitted to the Revising Board, i.e. it wishes every department 

concerned to sit as a preliminary revising board upon the papers in its own sub

ject , and it would insist upon examiners’ solutions of all mathematical or nu

merical problems in the Physios, Chemistry, and Mathematics papers.

5. The syllabus for every subject must be approved by the University. This 

does not mean that the University wishes to interfere with what is clearly the 

work of the Protestant Conmittee and the Department of Education, but the Univer

sity must approve of every syllabus of its own Matriculation Examinations, and a 

joint paper implies a common syllabus.

6. If any revision of marks is to be made it must be made jointly by the High 

School Leaving Board and the University’s Matriculation Board. We cannot give 
the High School Leaving Board power to alter our Matriculation marks

7. Unless these conditions concerning the Examiners, the Papers, and the Results 

can be satisfied, the University must conduct its Matriculation Examinations 

independently of the High School Leaving Examination system.

/z /fJ/-



Inier-department Correspondencé

y \ 7 L nv

McGill University

August 25th, 1932

The Principal.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Probably some of the applicants for admission who 
have been refused will attempt to worry you with their 
grievances. I an therefore giving you an outline of the scheme 
of admitting students adopted by Deans IJacKay, Johnson, Brown, 
and myself.

1. All admitting into the 1st year of the Faculty of Arts, 
including the School of Commerce is done by me.

2. In doubtful cases I appeal to the Admissions Committee and 
their decision is announced through this office.

3. All admitting into upper years of the Arts Division of
the Faculty of Arts and Science, and the School of Commerce, 
is done by Dean UacKay. The Registrar’s Office collects 
the information required by the Dean.

4. All admissions into the upper years of the Science Division are 
dealt with by me. In doubtful cases I consult Dean Johnson.
The decision is always announced, through this office.

5. All admission into the 1st year of the Engineering Faculty is 
made by me, Dean Brown being consulted in doubtful cases.

6. All admitting into the upper years of Engineering is done by the 
Faculty of Engineering. The Registrar’s Office merely collects 
the information the Engineering Faculty requires.

Yours sincerely,

vf /Ÿ,


